operations of an enterprise is no longer surprising. Yet, replacing the human factor with technology is a very sensible matter in the contemporary society.
I. INTRODUCTION
TATISTICAL, in the last ten years, Romania clearly shows a major discrepancy between municipalities that manage safety and public order problems only with human factor (where we have an increased level of aggressiveness of groups, decreased safety in public space and the number of accidents, the number of thefts and robberies are reaching alarming levels) and municipalities where the human factor is assisted by technology for civil security, the human factor being used to its true value, namely to centralize and analyze data, while for collecting information Tactical Automated Security Systems (TASS) are being used in field (a much more efficient evidentiary means, ubiquitous and a with a flawless memory), statistical in this municipalities, from one year to the next the security and safety incidents are exponentially dropping, reaching in the year 2015 the level of 50% the number of major incidents compared to the year 2005. [1] Scientific observation is a methodical phase of analyzing and evaluating the results obtained in practice while projecting and implementing the Tactical Automated Security Systems in different projects on which I have worked. I will also use the experience I have in analyzing and evaluating results of the Tactical Automated Security System which I have studied for preparing this paper.
The working assumption is demonstrating the fact that implementing a Tactical Automated Security System which will partially replace the human factor in the security and safety process of an enterprise will reach to lowering the crime level in the enterprise and will decrease the number of both internal and external risk factors that act on the security and safety of the enterprise.
II. OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS

A. PHYSICAL SECURITY RISK ANALYSIS
In the opportunity analysis we will develop we will rely on the risk evaluation methodology implemented in Romania by the Ministry of Interior through the Romanian Police.
A very short presentation of the Romanian legislation [2] - [4] , adapted to the European legislative norms, related to risk analysis.
To obtain an effective risk analysis we have to insert all the identified risks in the fallowing matrix: The Risk Level Evaluation Grids analyze data related to the objective type, the mechanical and physical protection (windows bars, walls, premises access, etc.), the Tactical Automated Security System present in the premises, monitoring the security systems, the human security guards and aspects related to the material values and the cash float present the objective.
B. THE PHYSICAL OPPORTUNITY
In the argumentation of the physical opportunity of using the Tactical Automated Security System instead of the human security guards we present the fallowing arguments:
1. 
C. THE ECONOMICAL OPPORTUNITY
In the argumentation of the economic opportunity of using the Tactical Automated Security System instead of the human security guards we present the fallowing arguments:
We will study the hypothesis of securing of a 4000 square meters storehouse where we evaluate [2] - [4] the necessity either of a 24/24 human security guard post, either a performant video surveillance system combined with an alarm system containing optical barriers.
In case we want to study a larger space, the necessity of additional agents would be roughly the same as the necessity of additional video cameras and alarm sensors or optical barriers for the Tactical Automated Security System.
1) A 24/24 human security guard post reaches an
annual expense of at least 83.052 lei [5] Therefore, the 24/24 human security guard analyzed an pct. II.C.1 has annual costs estimated to 83.052 lei.
In opposition the two security systems analyzed at pct. II.C.2+II.C.3 would have a total cost in the first year of 40.400 lei, and in the fallowing tears the total annual costs would be only 7.600 lei. We conclude therefore that is cheaper to use the Tactical Automated Security System for 5 years than it is to use a 24/24 Human Security Guard for 1 single year. In the year 2014, before our enterprise security policy analysis, the last public acquisition contract for security services had a value of 1.827.114 lei without VAT.
C. S.W.O.T. ANALYSIS
S -Strengths
Following the evaluation of the whole enterprise security and safety policy which took place in November -December 2015 we implemented a project of investments in Tactical Automated Security Systems, the human factor being repositioned to its true value, which is to centralize and analyze the information, make decisions and fast security response to incidents.
When the project is completed the total annual enterprise expenses with security services will be 756.697 lei. We must also consider the exceptional fact that the minimal wage in Romania increased with 19% during the implementation of the project. The total To be more precise, in the 17 work sites of the enterprise, which will be further called security TABLE III  COMPARING THE EXPENSES BEFORE AND AFTER THE TACTICAL AUTOMATED SYSTEM PROJECT WAS IMPLEMENTED AT COMPANIA DE APA ARIES SA, TURDA [6] objectives, or simply objectives, by implementing the Tactical Automated Security System we have reduced the 24/24 Human Security Guard Posts from 22 to 7, reducing expenses from 1.827.144 lei without VAT to 756.697 lei without VAT.
In the following table we will detail the expenses for each objective, and we will highlight the difference between the expenses before the Tactical Automated Security System project implementation and after the project is completed.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the conducted research in this paper it is easy to conclude that partially replacing the Human Factor with Tactical Automated Security Systems is advisable, efficient and financially profitable.
It is recommended therefore a comprehensive analysis on macro level of all the security and safety policies having the purpose of streamlining the security policies and processes considering the views presented above.
